recently graduated developer
Are you geeky in a cool way and do you want to work in a young
development environment with one common goal - to deliver new
features and functionality to customers and colleagues? Do you want to
participate in the development of our website and app solutions?
About the position
This is a new position, defined as part of a general development and expansion of the software
department. As developer, you will be part of a strong and competent team putting all efforts into the
process of developing the Boligportal website and app for mobile devices. You will report directly to CTO
Karsten Børglum.

Tasks and responsibilities
As developer, you will interface with all colleagues in the software department and work closely together
with the existing agile software team, who is responsible for the development of all software solutions
for Boligportal.
You will be part of a great team and you will be given the unique opportunity to state your knowledge
and input to the development process - i.e. influencing the www.boligportal.dk website and the apps.
The focus will be on the customer experience / FrontEnd stuff.
Hence, this position can offer you some/all of these challenges:
•

General development and improvement of the site and apps

•

Participation in architectural debates and descriptions of the future system base

•

Finding, sharing and integrating new tools and technologies for improving the total outcome

About you
You have relevant IT/software education, and you are on top of trends and the exploration of new
technologies. You feel comfortable working in teams, where your opinion counts and you are able to
make decisions.
You have experience with React – that’s important, and of course You know how to make great code in
JavaScript, HTML-5, CSS
You are proud of all the nerdy stuff you have made, however you are still pragmatic and able to find the
right solution. You are a team player and you enjoy working in a team of talented people, yet not afraid
to speak up and to state your opinion in the group - and you are known for infusing your team with
energy and positive vibes.

Application and questions
If you want to be our new employee please send your application and/or resume to CTO Karsten
Børglum, krb@boligportal.dk. Do not hesitate to contact him via email, if you have any questions about
the position. Start- up is as soon as possible.

